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Abstract: Focusing on the global integrity monitoring performance of the BDS-3, the integrity failure
model and effect analysis (IFMEA) of the system space segment and the ground control segment
were carried out, and the system integrity risk tree model was established according to the IFMEA
results. To evaluate the system’s integrity risk probability more reasonably, this paper establishes an
abnormal event prediction model with a Bayesian method, based on actual operation data, under a
situation in which the BDS-3 just opened service. With statistical analysis results of system anomalies
since 27 December 2018—which is the date the BDS-3 began providing basic service—according to
the anomaly prediction model, the system’s integrity risk probability under the 95% confidence limit
was calculated to be approximately 0.9e-7/h, meeting the design index requirements of 1e-7/h. The
analysis results also show that the main risk factors affecting the integrity of BDS-3 are ‘pseudorange
measurement anomaly’ and ‘miss-detection of satellite autonomous integrity monitoring’. The
results are important references with practical engineering significance for improving the integrity
performance of BDS-3.

Keywords: BDS-3; SISRE; integrity risk tree; IFMEA; GNSS integrity monitoring

1. Introduction

Accuracy, integrity, continuity and availability are the four main indicators of global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) service performance [1–4]. Among them, integrity refers
to the ability of the GNSS to provide timely alerts to users when GNSS fails or errors exceed
the allowable tolerance and is not qualified for the specified navigation task, which is a
critically important indicator for measuring GNSS reliability [5]. With the improvement
in GNSS accuracy, many high real-time users, such as civil aviation users, have already
proposed clear requirements for GNSS integrity. In GNSS upgrade plans, such as GPS III
in the United States, Galileo in the European Union and the BeiDou in China, improving
system integrity is one of the most concerning topics [6–10].

Integrity can be divided into user-side integrity and system-side integrity from an object-
oriented perspective. User-side integrity is based on position accuracy, which is related to
user usage scenarios and continuity judgment thresholds. Usually, different scenarios have
different requirements, and it is difficult to exclude the user receiver performance influence.
System-side integrity is built based on signal-in-space, which can exclude uncertainty factors
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such as user scenarios and receiver performance and is usually used to characterize GNSS
integrity performance. The integrity studied in this paper is only the system-side integrity.

The GNSS integrity performance is usually reflected by the integrity risk probability,
alarm time and alarm limit. Integrity risk probability refers to the integrity risk event
probability that the instantaneous Signal-In-Space Ranging Error (SISRE) exceeds the alarm
limit without sending effective alarm information within the alarm time caused by a spatial
signal-in-space fault. Alarm time refers to the time from the emergence of dangerous
misleading information to the arrival of warning information to the user receiver antenna.
The alarm limit refers to the judgment threshold for users to assess whether the system is
usable. This is related to the application field, and the alarm limits in different application
fields are different.

The GNSS signal-in-space alarm limit is usually related to the system integrity pa-
rameters. According to the system’s commitment integrity risk probability, the GNSS
signal-in-space alarm limit is usually set to the multiple SISRE, with a certain confidence
level. For example, the GPS signal-in-space alarm limit is 4.42-times the URA, which is the
integrity guarantee value.

At present, different GNSSs adopt different integrity parameter designs, such as GPS
User Ranging Accuracy (URA) parameters, Galileo Signal In-Space Accuracy (SISA) and IF
parameters, and the new BDS generation system SISA, Signal In-Space Monitor Accuracy
(SISMA) and Availability Integrity Flag (AIF)/Data Integrity Flag (DIF)/Signal Integrity
Flag (SIF) parameters [11–13]. A detailed description of BDS integrity parameters was
given by [9].

The BDS satellite navigation system is composed of a Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO),
Inclined GeoSynchronous Orbit (IGSO) and Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) hybrid constellation.
The arc coverage of the BDS regional monitoring network for mobile satellites, especially
MEO satellites, is very small. With the development strategy of the BDS satellite navigation
system from the regional system (BDS-2) to global system (BDS-3), enhancing the integrity of
BDS for users around the world is one of the most important aims of the system. To meet the
requirements of integrity monitoring, BDS-3 adopts a complex monitoring mode combining
ground integrity monitoring and satellite autonomous integrity monitoring. At the same
time, to establish the fault tree model and analyze the system, abnormal characteristics are
significant in improving the integrity performance of BDS-3.

To reduce the system’s service risk, it is necessary to conduct a statistical analysis of
all kinds of faults that occurred since the operation and service of the system, evaluate
the service performance of the system’s integrity, and provide effective suggestions for
identifying weak links, reducing system failure factors, and improving the service capability
of the system integrity. The Integrity Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (IFMEA) method
evaluate the possible faults in the process by examining the causes and effects of faults, which
can take effective measures before faults occur and is an effective method for improving
system integrity [14]. Karen Van Dyke et al. used the IFMEA method to count and sort
out GPS faults, which not only improved GPS reliability but also provided suggestions for
future GPS construction. It can also assist civil and military users in better understanding
GPS integrity faults and the impact of various operations [15,16]. In 2019, Phillip Brieden
and other scholars obtained the SISRE system characteristics and fault probability based on
IFMEA and provided support for SBAS DFMC and H-ARAIM life safety services through the
pseudorange drift and SISRE monitoring, using Galileo’s relevant data for approximately
3.5 years [17]. Cao et al. demonstrated the integrity monitoring design of BDS-3 and
preliminarily analyzed the ability of BDS-3 system integrity monitoring mechanism [18–20].
At present, there is still a lack of research on integrity risk modeling and result evaluation of
BDS-3, both at home and abroad.

In this paper, the IFMEA of BDS-3 is carried out, the abnormal factors and influence of
BDS-3 are analyzed, and the statistical table of abnormal BDS-3 characteristics is designed
and proposed. Based on the IFMEA results, the abnormal factors in the space section
and the ground control section of the BDS-3 system are sorted, and the system integrity
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risk tree model is established. The historical occurrence times of abnormal events in each
bottom event of the risk tree during the system’s operation are counted, and the occurrence
times of each bottom event are reasonably predicted according to the 95% confidence
level based on the Bayesian estimation theory. According to the risk tree analysis, the risk
probability of BDS-3 integrity was obtained. The research results were included in the
key updated content of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Standard
Additionally, Recommendation Practice (SARPs) and can lay a solid foundation for BDS-3
integrity improvement.

2. BDS-3 Integrity Monitoring Architecture
2.1. Integrity Concepts and Indicators

Due to the high requirements for the safety and reliability of position information
services, the concept of integrity first appeared in the civil aviation field. To be applied
in the civil aviation field, GNSS around the world needs to carry out and complete the
research and formulation of relevant standards under the framework of ICAO and promise
to meet the service performance indicators required by the corresponding standards.

For a more detailed and accurate analysis, the integrity risk probability is further
divided into “Psat, which is the single-satellite integrity risk probability” and “Pconst,
which is the constellation integrity risk probability”.

Psat refers to the probability that the SISRE of any single satellite exceeds the alarm
limit and that the system fails to issue warning information within the promised alarm
time. Pconst refers to the probability that the SISRE of more than two satellites exceeds the
alarm limit, and the system fails to issue warning information within the promised alarm
time. Anomalies that result in a single-satellite integrity risk usually affect only the satellite
with no effect on the service performance of other satellites and systems. Abnormalities
that lead to constellation integrity risks generally affect system service performance.

At present, the Big 4 GNSSs around the world are attempting to develop and formulate
their own integrity-related technical indicators. From ICAO SARPs, the Big 4 GNSS
integrity indicators are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. GNSS integrity indicators in ICAO SARPs.

Index Item GPS GLONASS BDS-3 Galileo

Alarm limit SISRE > 4.42 × IAURA SISRE > 70 m SISRE > 4.42 × SISA SISRE > 4.17 × URA
Alarm time 10 s 10 s 300 s (10 s) —

Integrity risk
probability

Psat 1E-5 1E-4 1E-5 3E-5
Pconst 1E-8 1E-4 6E-5 2E-5

Table 1 shows that the Big 4 GNSS integrity indicators are quite different. GPS has
global ground monitoring and injection abilities, so once the service is abnormal, the
system can send alarms in real time. Specifically, there are many GPS warning methods,
such as using health status identification in navigation messages and setting the satellite
Pseudorandom Number (PRN) code to “No. 37” and broadcasting nonstandard PRN code.
GLONASS passes the system’s running status to users through health status identification
in navigation messages. Galileo provides users with integrity information through HS, DVS,
SISA and other parameters in navigation messages. BDS-3 adopts two methods, namely,
ground integrity monitoring, which is similar to other GNSS, and Satellite Autonomous
Integrity Monitoring (SAIM), which is the first applied to the actual GNSS, effectively
making up for the deficiency that the ground monitoring network can only achieve satellite
coverage in China due to geopolitical influence. With the application of SAIM, BDS-3
updates the promised integrity alarm time from 300 s to 10 s in the upcoming ICAO SARPs
to better meet the application requirements of the ICAO ARAIM. BDS-3 provides users the
system’s alarm information with AIF, DIF and SIF parameters in navigation messages. If
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the status of the signal is healthy, these parameters are assigned values of “0”; otherwise,
the parameters are assigned values of “1”.

2.2. BDS-3 Integrity Monitoring Method

The BDS-3 integrity monitoring method includes SAIM and ground integrity monitor-
ing. Among them, SAIM can monitor the satellite clock performance deterioration and the
signal anomaly at the satellite in orbit. Ground integrity monitoring can comprehensively
monitor the prediction accuracy level, spatial signal error level, system integrity status, mes-
sage integrity status and signal integrity status of the broadcast ephemeris with observation
data from the monitoring network on the ground and the intersatellite link on the orbit. The
BDS-3 integrity monitoring process is shown in Figure 1. This section provides a basis for the
following integrity risk tree modeling, according to the BDS-3 integrity monitoring process.
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2.2.1. Ground Integrity Monitoring

The ground integrity monitoring system consists of one main control station, some
ground monitoring stations and uplink injection stations. Multiple ground monitoring
stations form a ground monitoring network through transmission links. The ground moni-
toring network transmits the observation data sampled in one second to the main control
station in real time. First, the main control station performs data cleaning, including gross
error identification and elimination, pseudorange data phase smoothing, system error calcu-
lation and correction. Then, the satellite orbit calculation, satellite clock error calculation,
ephemeris fitting parameter calculation, orbit and time synchronization processing are
carried out by using the “clean” data. This work can realize SISRE monitoring, which can
identify the satellite ephemeris and clock error or ionospheric anomalies. The SISREs of
different satellites can be expressed in the form of grade values (SISMAIs). Users can weigh
different satellites according to their service requirements. However, SISRE monitoring
is limited by regional monitoring networks, which can monitor satellites with fourfold
coverage in the service area.
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SISMAI is updated and broadcast every 30 s. To compensate for the lack of real-time
alarm ability, AIF is used. If SISMAI indicates the SISRE correctly, the corresponding AIF
parameter is assigned a value of “0”, otherwise, AIF is assigned a value of “1” to send an
alarm to the users.

SISREs, or message anomalies greater than the alarm limit, can be monitored in
real time. If the anomaly is monitored, DIF can be switched from “0” to “1” to give a
warning information and injected into satellites within 1 s. Then, the integrity monitoring
information is arranged to the navigation message according to the navigation message
broadcast period and broadcast by each satellite. The integrity messages broadcast period
is 18 s and 3 s for B1C and B2a signal, respectively.

2.2.2. Satellite Autonomous Integrity Monitoring

The BDS-3 GEO/IGSO/MEO satellites all have the SAIM function. BD3-3 SAIM could
transmit an alarm message through SIF parameter to users or change the signal modulation
mode such that it is immediately unusable once a failure is detected in the satellite. There
two independent onboard SAIM receivers and the measurements from different receivers
are cross verified to monitor the possible failure modes such as the pseudorange step, carrier
phase step, abnormal signal power, code/carrier divergence, distortion of pseudorandom
code correlation peaks, the possible satellite clock phase jump and frequency jump. The
detail monitoring methods for BDS-3 SAIM are described in [10].

BDS-3 satellites have multifrequency signals, as among them the new generation
signals such as B1C and B2a signals are monitored by SAIM. If a certain frequency abnormal
signal is detected by SAIM, the SIF parameter corresponding to the frequency signal is
updated from 0 to 1. SAIM can provide high real-time integrity monitoring without
considering the complex observation environment on the ground. Considering that the
broadcast periods of different frequency signals are different, to achieve the shortest alarm
time and meet the requirement of 10 s, BDS-3 is clear in ICAO SARPs that the SIF parameters
broadcasted by B2a signal have the priority for B1C and B2a dual-frequency users, since
that B2a signal can broadcast both B1C and B2a signal SIF parameters and has the shortest
broadcast period of 3 s.

3. BDS-3 Integrity Failure Model and Effect Analysis Algorithm

FMEA is an inductive analysis method that analyzes all possible abnormal modes,
and possible impacts of products or systems, and classifies them according to the severity
and occurrence probability of each abnormal mode.

3.1. IFMEA Procedure

The purpose of BDS-3 IFMEA is to identify all kinds of abnormal factors that affect the
system’s integrity and analyze the abnormal characteristics. Through continuous summary
and accumulation, effective information is provided for system design, upgrading and
maintenance, and reducing the system’s integrity risk probability.

The BDS-3 IFMEA process is shown in Figure 2. First, it is necessary to clarify the
system’s integrity index requirements. According to the system’s design requirements and
expert experience, the system anomaly modes can be systematically sorted. In the system
operation process, all kinds of abnormal data from the space segment and ground control
segment are collected comprehensively, and abnormal events affecting system integrity are
identified according to the system integrity definition. The abnormal characteristic table is
designed to record the root cause of abnormalities, magnitude and characteristics of the
influence on signal-in-space accuracy, abnormal response time and occurrence frequency.
The new abnormal events are recorded in the abnormal mode database. If it is the first
occurrence, the database is updated; otherwise, only the number of occurrences increases.
An abnormal mode database can be updated routinely and needs to be maintained contin-
uously in the long term. According to the IFMEA results, possible system improvement
recommendations are provided to reduce the system’s integrity risk probability.
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Additionally, the statistical results of abnormal occurrence and response time con-
tribute to upgrading the system’s integrity index, improving the system’s operation ability
and guiding the subsequent upgrade design of the system.

3.2. Anomaly Characteristic Statistical Table Design

Referring to the GPS and GLONASS operation and maintenance experience, the in-
dependent abnormal events that affected the system’s integrity since the system was put
into service can be recorded by the abnormal characteristic statistical table. According to
the characteristics of BDS-3, an anomaly characteristic table suitable for BDS-3 is designed
in this paper (as shown in Table 2), which was applied in the actual system’s operation
and maintenance.

Table 2. Anomaly characteristic statistical table.

Aberration Identification
Aberration Name: Name Assigned to Aberration

Description:
What is the
aberration

Segment:
Allocation to:

Ground Control System
Space segment

Cause:
What most directly

causes the aberration?

Aberration Characterization
Effect on signal:

Off, nil, ramp, step, noise, sinusoid
Magnitude:

M, m/sec, m/sec squared

Detection Means:
Use data from measurements

Undetected duration:
Time until aberration is detected, and user

notified
Aberration Occurrence

Probability of occurrence:
Per hour, per day, per year, per SV, per

constellation

Undetected Probability:
Per hour, per day, per year, per SV, per

constellation

Number of Aberration observed:
Number of relevant aberrations observed over

time

Total observation Time (h):
Total observation time used to calculate the

measurement onset probabilities
Recommendations

Recommendations developed to improve the robustness of the BDS system

3.3. BDS-3 Integrity Risk Factors Analysis

There are many abnormal factors that affect GNSS integrity, which can usually be
divided into hard and soft failures of space segments and ground control segments.

In the early analysis of GPS integrity risk factors, considering different conditions of
different users, the following factors are proposed: signal distortion (harmful waveform),
excessively low signal power, separation of code and carrier, ephemeris error, step slope
or acceleration error caused by signal anomalies, and response time of the ground control
section to anomalies.
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Based on the analysis experience of GPS integrity risk factors, combined with the design
and test results of BDS-3, the BDS-3 integrity risk factors are summarized and analyzed.

3.3.1. System Anomaly

System anomaly factors can be divided into space segment anomalies and ground
control segment anomalies from the system composition perspective.

According to the BDS-3 navigation satellite composition, the space segment anomalies
can be divided into satellite payload anomalies and satellite platform anomalies. According
to the integrity monitoring process in Section 2.2, the payload anomalies directly related
to integrity monitoring can be further decomposed into satellite clock anomalies, signal
measurement anomalies and signal power anomalies.

According to the ground integrity processing flow described in Section 2.2.1, the
anomalies directly related to integrity monitoring in the ground control segment include
ground monitoring network data anomalies, the uplink injection station injection anoma-
lies, and the master station information processing anomalies (including satellite orbit
calculation anomalies, satellite clock calculation anomalies, ephemeris fitting parameter cal-
culation anomalies, and orbit and time synchronization processing equipment anomalies).

3.3.2. Anomaly Monitoring Missing Alarm

Anomaly monitoring missing alarms can also be divided into missing alarms in space
segments and missing alarms in ground control segments.

According to Section 2.2, the system transmits integrity information to users by broad-
casting integrity parameters. Therefore, if the relevant integrity parameter information was
a broadcast error, it leads to the occurrence of missing alarms. In addition, considering
the integrity monitoring ability completeness, especially SAIM ability, it is still relatively
limited and unable to realize the slow change accumulation monitoring of satellite clock
and navigation message anomalies. Therefore, once the above anomalies occur, the SAIM
cannot be monitored temporarily.

3.3.3. Integrity Risk Factor Analysis

Based on the system design and IFMEA results, abnormal events are analyzed, includ-
ing the anomaly mode, the influence mode of anomalies on the SISRE, spatial correlation,
and receiver detectability. The BDS-3 integrity risk factor analysis table is obtained, as
shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. GNSS anomaly models and their impacts.

Section Anomaly Models Impact on SISRE Spatial Correlation Receiver Detectability

Space segment

Satellite clock
anomaly Step/tilt No No

Satellite attitude
anomaly Inclination Certain extent No

Signal measurement
anomaly Multiplicity Certain extent Yes

Abnormal signal
power Noise Negation Yes

Satellite autonomous
integrity parameter

broadcast error
Multiplicity Certain extent Yes

Satellite autonomous
integrity not monitored Multiplicity No Certain extent

Control segment

Monitoring network
data anomalies Step/tilt/sine curve Certain extent No

Injection anomaly at the
upper injection station Inclination Certain extent No

Calculation anomaly of
orbit/clock difference Step/tilt/sine curve Certain extent No

Abnormal calculation of
ephemeris fitting parameters Multiplicity Certain extent Most conditions

Track and time synchronization
processing equipment anomalies Step/tilt/sine curve No No

Ground integrity
parameter broadcast error Multiplicity Certain extent No

Ground integrity
not monitored Multiplicity No Yes

3.4. BDS-3 Integrity Risk Tree Modeling
3.4.1. Integrity Risk Tree

The risk tree method is a graphical model that expresses the logical relationship
between a specific abnormal condition and the cause or exception that causes the condition.

According to the integrity risk factors analysis results shown in Table 3, BDS-3 integrity
risk factors include factors in the space segment and ground control segment.

Based on the above analysis, a BDS-3 integrity risk tree model is constructed, as shown
in Figure 3.

3.4.2. Integrity Risk Probability Evaluation Method

The design value of the single-satellite integrity risk probability of the BDS-3 system is
1e-5/h, which means the simultaneous occurrence probability of an abnormal satellite event
and an abnormal monitoring miss event. However, since both the system anomaly and the
monitoring miss are small probability events and BDS-3 has a short service time, there are
fewer historical samples for statistics. If only the ratio of the historical statistics number of
small samples to the statistical time is used as the system anomaly occurrence probability
or the monitoring miss, it easily leads to evaluation deviation, that is, the calculated event
occurrence probability is greatly affected by the system’s state in the statistical historical
period (for example, during the statistical historical period, the space segment is relatively
stable, and the number of system anomalies is less, then the anomaly probability is low).
Conversely, if, during the statistical historical time, the space segment is more active, the
number of system anomalies is greater, and the probability of anomalies is higher.
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To solve the problem of accurate and reasonable event probability estimation based on
small sample historical events, this paper proposes an integrity risk probability assessment
method based on the Bayesian estimation theory. The so-called integrity risk probability, as
shown in Figure 3, refers to the system occurring at the same time as system anomalies and
monitoring missing alarm events and can be expressed as:

IR = Pf ail × Pmd (1)

where IR represents the integrity risk probability, Pfail is the system anomaly occurrence
probability, and Pmd is the abnormal monitoring missing alarm rate.

The system anomaly probability can be shown as follows:

Pf ail = ∑
m

P(m) (2)

where m is the bottom event of the system abnormal branch in Figure 3, and P(m) represents
the estimated probability of event m.

The monitoring miss probability can be expressed as:

Pmd = ∑
n

P(n) (3)

where n is the bottom event of the anomaly monitoring miss branch in Figure 3, and P(n)
represents the estimated probability of event n.

Therefore, the key to evaluating the system’s integrity risk probability is to objectively
and reasonably estimate the risk tree bottom events occurrence probability (hereinafter
referred to as abnormal events for the convenience of elaboration). The abnormal events
probability can usually be counted according to the statistical number and evaluation time
of the abnormal event, as follows:

P(i) =
k
T
×MTTN (4)
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In the formula, k is the number of historical occurrences of abnormal events, T is the
statistical time (in hours), and MTTN indicates the Mean Time To Notify, which represents
the average time used to identify abnormal events. At present, the average abnormal
response time promised by BDS-3 in ICAO SARPs is 1 h.

However, due to the short service time of BDS-3 and the influence of factors such
as the system’s ground state update and onboard key stand-alone equipment aging, the
number of system abnormal events varies with time. If Equation (4) is directly adopted,
the time-varying characteristics of abnormal event occurrence are considered, and the
estimation redundancy of the number of abnormal event occurrences cannot be given.
Therefore, it is next to impossible to give a reasonable evaluation result of the occurrence
probability of abnormal events with Equation (4).

To more accurately evaluate the abnormal event occurrence probability, it is necessary
to establish a prediction model for the number of abnormal event occurrences. The statistical
data of historical abnormal events are used as input to establish the functional mapping
relationship between the statistical number of historical abnormal events and the abnormal
event occurrence probability and realize the reasonable prediction of the abnormal event
occurrence probability in the risk tree.

Considering that the BDS-3 satellite has the function of software on-orbit reconstruc-
tion, in the actual operation and maintenance process, the relevant on-orbit reconstruction
work is implemented on demand from time to time, according to the overall engineering
requirements, technical status upgrades, software robustness upgrades and other inputs.
Therefore, for BDS-3, when predicting the future abnormal probability based on historical
abnormal data, the following assumptions should be considered:

1. During the estimation period, satellites are not reconstructed on-orbit software,
i.e., the hardware and software states that cause anomalies are considered relevant
and consistent.

2. In the next period of time, the hardware related to the space segment and the ground
control segment does not run in a super-life state.

3. Assume that the system is a stable system, that is, the fault occurrence probability is a
constant within a certain time, and an abnormal occurrence is a rare event.

Based on the above assumptions, this paper uses the Bayesian estimation theory to
calculate the abnormal events probability in the system, as follows:

f (r|k) = P(k|r) f (r)∫
P(k|r) f (r)dr

(5)

In Equation (5), k is the number of abnormal events obtained by statistics at time T
and belongs to posterior information. r is the expected occurrence number of abnormal
events and belongs to prior information. The main function of the Bayesian estimation
theory is to use posterior information to infer prior information.

P(k/r) is the probability that the number of abnormal events occurrences is k during time
T, under the condition that the occurrence probability of abnormal events is r. According to
the operation and maintenance experience and literature [10,12,13], the Poisson distribution
can be used to describe:

P(k|r) = rk

k!
e−r (6)

f(r) is the continuous prior probability density function for r, which is the occurrence
probability of an abnormal event, usually described by a gamma distribution:

f (r) =
∂vrv−1e−∂r

Γ(v)
(7)

In Equation (7), ∂ is the shape parameter, ν is the scale parameter, and Γ() is the
gamma distribution function. Substituting Equations (6) and (7) into Equation (5), we can
obtain that:
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f (r|k, ∂, v) =
(1 + ∂)k+vrk+v−1e−(1+∂)r

Γ(k + v)
(8)

Although the gamma distribution can be used to describe the prior probability density
function, the values of ∂ and ν need to be determined according to the actual situation. Box
and Tiao and Jeffireys et al. proposed three common reference values [21,22], as shown in
Table 4.

Table 4. Reference values of gamma distribution parameters.

Title 1 v ∂

Uniform 1 0
Albert 0 0
Jeffrey 0.5 0

In the above reference values, although there is no clear unified standard and selection
suggestion, the paper selects the most widely used Jeffrey parameter to calculate the BDS-3
integrity risk probability. By substituting the Jeffrey parameter into Equation (8), the
continuous posterior probability density function of the occurrence probability of abnormal
events is:

f (r|k) = e−r(r)k−0.5

Γ(k + 0.5)
(9)

Using Equation (9), according to different confidence requirements, a reasonable redun-
dant prediction value can be given for the number of historical statistics of abnormal events
that have occurred within time T. Taking the historical statistics number of abnormal events
as an example, the cumulative distribution of the predicted number of abnormal events is
shown in Figure 4, under the condition that the probability of abnormal events is r.
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Table 5 shows the posterior occurrence number of anomaly events considering the
conditions of historical statistics number of abnormal events under different confidence
levels. These numbers will be used to compute the probability of integrity risk under
certain confidence level according to the user or system required.

It should be noted that the focus of this paper is the system integrity risk. The object of
integrity monitoring is the abnormal event that causes the signal-in-space error to exceed
the alarm limit (such as the signal measurement anomaly). The paper uses Equation (9)
to predict the system’s anomaly occurrence probability, aiming to focus on solving the
problem of using the small sample prior knowledge to reasonably and objectively estimate
the small probability events occurrence probability, rather than the multilevel causes and
probability analysis of the anomalies.
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Table 5. System design values of abnormal events under different confidence.

Confidence Levels 68% 95% 99% 99.999% 99.99999%

Posterior anomaly number (0 anomalies) 0.5 1.93 3.32 9.76 14.19
Posterior anomaly number (1 anomalies) 1.76 3.91 5.68 12.96 17.71
Posterior anomaly number (2 anomalies) 2.94 5.54 7.55 15.43 20.44
Posterior anomaly number (3 anomalies) 4.08 7.04 9.24 17.63 22.85

4. Result and Discussion
4.1. Characterization of BDS-3 Signal-In-Space Ranging Errors

As shown in Table 1, the signal-in-space ranging error (SISRE) is ones of the most
important parameters to be characterized for integrity monitoring. The SISRE refers to the
ranging error in the user’s line of sight, caused by the satellite orbit error and the satellite
clock error, usually related to the user’s location on earth. For the detailed BDS-3 SISRE
calculation, please refer to the reference [23].

The characterization of SISRE depends on the clock and orbit data generated by
the Ground Operation Control Center. To investigate the BDS-3 SISRE characteristics,
over one and a half years of BDS-3 D1-type navigation data [24], from 1 January 2019 to
31 July 2020, has been collected and the nominal BDS-3 navigation message accuracy were
further evaluated. During this period, only navigation ephemerides marked as healthy
were assessed in this paper. The long-term orbit errors of the broadcast ephemerides are
illustrated in Figure 5. It shows that MEO type of satellites has the smallest orbital errors,
followed by IGSO satellites, and GEO type has the largest orbital errors due to their weak
geometric strength relative to the ground-based static monitoring stations.
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Figure 6 presents the statistical results of the BDS broadcast clock errors. Referring
to the precise clock products released by IGS, 95% of clock accuracy in an average range
of 1 m can be derived for all BDS-3 satellites. Additionally, we can see that there still exist
satellite-dependent clock biases for BDS-3 satellites, which could be partially linked to the
lower accuracy of time group delay (TGD) parameters extracted from the BDS downlink
navigation message [23].
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A monthly statistical analysis of SISRE metrics of SISRE (orbit only), SISRE, SISRE
(at the worst user location, WUL) and SISRE (95%) was carried out during the assessment
period. As can be seen from Figure 7, the accuracy of SISRE orbit only of MEO and IGSO
satellites is better than 0.1 m, but the clock error affects the SISRE accuracy greatly, which
is 0.2~0.3 m on average for SISRE. However, in general, SISRE accuracy of MEO satellites
is 95% better than 0.5 m and IGSO satellites better than 1 m. The SISRE accuracy of GEO
satellites is poorer during the initial evaluation period, but from April 2020 onwards, its
SISRE index is significantly improved and stabilized.
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Figure 7. Monthly type mean statistical results of SISRE for BDS-3 GEO satellites (top), IGSOs
(middle) and MEOs (bottom). SISRE denotes the rms global average SISE of the orbit and clock,
SISRE (orb) denotes the orbit-only SISRE, SISRE (wul) stands for the SISRE at the worst user location,
and SISRE (95%) stands for the 95th percentile of the UREs.

Figure 8 provides the SISRE results as a function of cumulative density function. The
SISRE is plotted on a per satellite basis aggregating all data available in the analysis period.
As can be seen from Figure 7, the MEO and IGSO satellites have the best SISRE performance
with 95% up to 1 m, which are much better than the claimed SISRE Accuracy Standard
(≤2 m, 95%). In contrast, GEO satellites have the worst SISRE accuracy, among which,
PRN60 satellite has SISRE accuracy of 5.5 m (95%), obviously worse than the standard
accuracy in the analyzed period.
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4.2. Probabilistic Assessment and Result Analysis of Integrity Risk Based on Actual Data

BDS-3 provides basic positioning navigation and timing services on 27 December 2018.
Based on the actual operation data of the system, 11 abnormal events of the signal-in-space
integrity risk tree in Figure 2 are counted (the statistical period is from 27 December 2018 to
27 December 2020), and the actual number of failures of each abnormal event are calculated.
There were eighteen abnormal events of BDS-3 during the statistical two years, and six of
the eighteen anomalies occurred in the satellite arc without ground monitoring and missed
detected by SAIM. The missed alarm events include one satellite clock anomaly and five
signal measurement anomalies. The other anomaly events were all detected by SAIM or the
ground integrity monitoring function. The integrity risk probability calculation is related
to the predictive number of failures, the number of satellites in the constellation, and the
evaluation confidence. In the integrity risk algorithm adopted by the joint ARAIM working
group of the European Union and the United States, 60% is usually used as the confidence
level, but the confidence level under conservative estimation is generally 95%. This paper
predicts the number of abnormal events according to the 95% confidence requirement
and evaluates the integrity risk probability of two years. Considering that the number of
satellites in the BDS-3 constellation is 30, the results are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Statistics and prediction of abnormal events in integrity risk trees.

Bottom Event Name
Number of
Historical

Occurrences

Predictive Value
under 95%

Confidence Limit

Probability of Integrity
Risk under 95%

Confidence Level

Satellite clock anomaly 3 7.04 1.34e-05
Satellite attitude anomaly 0 1.93 3.67e-06

Signal measurement anomaly 7 12.5 2.37e-05
Signal power anomaly 1 3.91 7.43e-06

Monitoring station data anomaly 1 3.91 7.43e-06
Injection anomaly of injection station 0 1.93 3.67e-06

Calculation anomaly of track/clock offset 2 5.54 1.05e-05
Anomaly of ephemeris fitting parameters 3 7.04 1.34e-05

Track and time synchronization
equipment anomalies 1 3.91 7.43e-06

Monitoring
miss

SAIM parameter broadcast error 0 1.93 3.67e-06
Satellite autonomous

integrity not monitored 6 11.19 2.13e-05

Ground integrity
parameter broadcast error 0 1.93 3.67e-06

Ground integrity not
monitored 0 1.93 3.67e-06

According to the above analysis and assumptions about the integrity risk tree, without
considering the receiver abnormal influence, based on the preliminary calculation, the
probability of BDS-3 anomalies is approximately 9.06e-5/h, and the abnormal monitoring
missing detection rate is 3.22e-5, whose conservative value is 1e-3 according to the system
design. The probability of BDS-3 integrity risk under 95% confidence could be calculated to
be approximately 0.9 e-7/h according to the system design value of missing detection rate.

Figure 9 shows the probability assessment results of integrity risk with different
anomaly occurrence times and different time spans under the 95% confidence level. The
black line is the BDS-3 external commitment integrity risk indicator 1e-5/h. It can be seen
in Figure 5 that for 0 anomaly occurrence times, more than one year is required to evaluate
the integrity risk index lower than 1e-5/h; for one anomaly occurrence, more than two
years are required to evaluate the integrity risk index lower than 1e-5/h; for two and three
anomaly occurrences, more than three years are required to assess integrity risk indicators
lower than 1e-5/h; for seven anomaly occurrence times, more than six years are required to
assess integrity risk indicators lower than 1e-5/h.

It can be seen from the results in Table 6 that the probabilities of “pseudorange mea-
surement anomaly” and “satellite autonomous integrity nondetection” are relatively large.

Further analysis shows that pseudorange measurement anomalies are mainly due
to the influence of the space environment (such as the single event upset effect), which
leads to satellite payload anomalies and affects pseudorange measurements. Therefore,
improving the anti-space environment effect of satellite payload and reducing the abnormal
probability of satellite payload are key factors to reduce the probability of integrity risk.

Satellite autonomous integrity non-detection is because satellite autonomous integrity
monitoring can only cover the detection of satellite clock frequency/phase hopping, signal
power anomalies and correlation peak distortions, and does not have the detection function
of ephemeris anomalies. Therefore, improving the satellite autonomous integrity monitoring
ability and realizing autonomous integrity monitoring and ephemeris anomaly warning is
another key factor to improve integrity performance.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, the IFMEA identification analysis method was used to establish the
integrity risk tree of BDS-3. The BDS-3 signal-in-space ranging errors, which are considered
as one of the most important parameters for integrity monitoring, were characterized
based on the real downlink navigation message. Then, the integrity performance of BDS-
3 was quantitatively verified by the abnormal characteristic table statistics of the actual
system anomalies. The statistical period is from 27 December 2018, to 27 December 2020.
Among the BDS-3 anomalies shown in Table 6, there are 10 anomalies related to payload
anomalies in the space segment which are affected by the space environment, as three
satellite clock anomalies, one signal power anomaly and six signal measurement anomalies.
Six anomalies were not detected by satellite autonomous integrity monitoring due to satellite
autonomous integrity monitoring limitation. There are seven anomalies in the ground
control segment, including two inaccurate ephemeris/clock calculation anomalies, one orbit
and time synchronization processing equipment anomaly, three ephemeris fitting parameter
anomalies and one monitoring station data anomaly. According to the statistical calculation,
the occurrence times of each bottom event of the integrity risk tree are obtained, and the
anomaly probability is predicted according to the Bayesian model. Based on the integrity
risk tree analysis, the integrity risk probability of BDS-3 is calculated as approximately
0.9e-7/h at a 95% confidence level, which meets the design index requirements of 1e-7/h.

The analysis results show that “pseudorange measurement anomaly” and “satellite au-
tonomous integrity nondetection” are the key factors restricting system integrity. Therefore,
this paper proposed solutions to improve integrity performance: the first is to improve the
satellite payload against the space environment effect, reducing the probability of satellite
payload anomalies to reduce the probability of pseudorange measurement anomalies; the
second is to improve the ability of satellite autonomous integrity monitoring, realizing
autonomous integrity monitoring and alarms of ephemeris anomalies to reduce the satellite
autonomous integrity non-detection probability. The relevant specific contents will be
introduced in detail in a follow-up study.

It is very important to continuously carry out IFMEA processing for BDS-3. This paper
introduces the monitoring methods of IFMEA, and preliminarily evaluates the integrity
performance of the BDS-3 with initial service observation data. Subsequently, according to
the analysis results of IFMEA, we will focus on the updates of the system fault tree model
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and the system control segment and will continuously evaluate the system integrity service
capability of BDS-3, using the measured data according to the system update status.
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